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“…Lanteria HR is by far the best Human Resource
Management System for SharePoint I have ever seen…”
Casper Nielsen, Director of Business Process Management, KR Wind A/S

Lanteria is the world’s leader in developing HR software for
SharePoint. We deliver high-quality solutions that help our
customers to improve the efficiency of their business.

Lanteria
www.lanteria.com
info@lanteria.com
+1 (866) 568-2002

Company
KR Wind is a multi-national company providing solutions for the wind
industry, including transportation & logistics, installation of wind
turbines and many others. KR Wind has many years of experience and
a wealth of knowledge, which makes it one of the market leading
specialists. KR Wind is a part of the Mammoet Group and functions as
the wind division. Working globally, the company has offices in
Canada, USA, Denmark, Germany, UK and Australia.

Challenge
KR Wind was using several sources for handling their HR data. This
meant dozens of papers that had to be printed and stored and for
which expiration had to be tracked somehow. HR team was to mind
expiration date of each work permit, visa and certificate not to miss

the reissue. The HR processes and workflows were also paper-based,
which ended up in a lot of extra redundant work for the HR team.
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Solution
Lanteria HR made everybody’s life easier by organizing the central
storage for the data and automating the processes. Instead of the
numerous papers and files, there is now a single link that one can click
to view and update any data and also to monitor the actions and

statuses for each process. When the document is close to expiration, the
system notifies all the people responsible for reissue. Moreover, all the
expiring documents can be checked in one page. Saving HR team lots of
time every day and providing easy access to the up-to-date data for all
the branches, Lanteria HR became an important step forward to
achieving even better efficiency and quality of work.

"...Lanteria HR is by far the best Human Resource Management System
for SharePoint I have ever seen. Very seldom you find a software
supplier that exceeds your expectations, Lanteria exceeded mine again
and again...."

Casper Nielsen, Director of Business Process Management, KR Wind A/S
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Lanteria
Lanteria is the world’s leader in developing HR, Talent, Performance
and Learning management software for SharePoint. We deliver highquality software solutions that help our customers improve the
efficiency of their business.

Lanteria was founded in 2006 and, since that time, have successfully
completed over 150 projects for local and international clients. The
Lanteria team includes both experienced HR and IT professionals. This
allows us to integrate our extensive HR experience with all the cuttingedge Microsoft technologies that you are already using.

Contacts
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EffectiveStaff is a
SharePoint based
application

Easy integration with
popular third-party systems
745
via XML, SharePoint API.
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